Devoted Health Nominated for Powerhouse Company of the Year at the New England Venture Capital Association’s 2021 NEVY Awards

WALTHAM, Mass. – October 14– Today, Devoted Health has announced that it has been shortlisted for the Powerhouse Company of the Year Award in the 2021 NEVY Awards, hosted by the New England Venture Capital Association (NEVCA) and presented by Dell Technologies. The NEVYs, now in their ninth year, celebrate New England’s top innovators, investors and companies across the region’s health care, life science, tech, medtech, and cleantech communities. Final winners will be unmasked via a dynamic live broadcast and live at the House of Blues Boston on December 2, 2021, at 6:30pm.

"The NEVYs were born out of a desire to shine a spotlight on the amazing companies and breakthroughs happening in New England, with each year seeming like the nominees are even more impressive than the last," said Jody Rose, President of the NEVCA. "That’s certainly no exception with our nominated companies for 2021, whose achievements in their respective fields are truly outstanding. We look forward to showcasing each of them at our December 2nd event and celebrating the continued strength and vitality of this region’s innovation ecosystem."

With a focus on the regional business community, nominees – selected by the NEVYs Academy, comprised of investors from the region’s top venture capital firms – are both locally headquartered and locally backed. The Powerhouse Company of the Year nomination goes to companies exemplifying New England’s leading place in the industry.

“At Devoted Health, we are building an entirely new paradigm for how to care for seniors in America, and we are incredibly proud of all that our team has accomplished,” said Ed Park, co-founder and CEO of Devoted Health. “Thank you to the NEVYs Academy for recognizing the value of our mission and honoring us alongside some of the Boston area’s best. Congratulations to all the nominees.”

Devoted Health is on a mission to dramatically improve the health and well-being of older Americans by caring for each and every person like they are literally family. To accomplish this, Devoted Health has created a one-of-a-kind, vertically integrated, tech-enabled health care service that has been purpose-built from scratch to get members the right care (clinical and non-clinical) in the right place at the right time with extraordinary efficacy, enabling members to live longer, healthier lives. The company recently announced a $1.23B Series D funding round that will help them bring this level of care to many more of our fellow Americans across the country.
Joining Dell Technologies in supporting the 9th Annual NEVY Awards are sponsors IDA Ireland, JP Morgan, Alexandria, Matter, Deloitte, Abbvie, Johnson & Johnson Innovation, and V2 Communications.

To join the fun, and cheer on our organization’s nomination you can purchase tickets at thenevys.com.

###

About Devoted Health
Devoted Health is on a mission to dramatically improve the health and well-being of older Americans by caring for each and every person like they are family. To accomplish this, Devoted Health has created a one-of-a-kind, vertically integrated, tech-enabled health care service that has been purpose-built from scratch to get members the right care (clinical and non-clinical) in the right place at the right time with extraordinary efficacy, enabling members to live longer, healthier lives. Designed specifically for the needs of older Americans, Devoted Health combines into a single, seamless service: a best-in-class Medicare Advantage insurance product; partnerships with leading providers; and Devoted Medical, the company’s own advanced virtual and in-home care provider. This is all powered by a groundbreaking end-to-end software platform and a singularly mission-focused culture that operates upon a foundation of profound love for and trust with members. The results for Devoted Health’s members are a superior service experience, exceptional care, and better health -- the kind of outcomes everyone would want for their own families. Founded in 2017 by brothers Todd and Ed Park, the company has been recognized as an industry leader, attracting world-class talent who share in the Devoted mission. To learn more, visit devoted.com.

About the New England Venture Capital Association

The New England Venture Capital Association (NEVCA) works toward a collaborative, inclusive, and prosperous innovation ecosystem. Through unique program-building, critical policy work, innovative regional marketing and dynamic local events, the NEVCA invests in the entrepreneurial ecosystem on behalf of the VC community. From celebrations (the NEVY Awards) to content series (VC Briefings and Syndicate Sessions), workforce development programs (Hack.Diversity and the Bioscience & Investor Inclusion Group) to advocacy and legislation (noncompete and immigration reform), the NEVCA is at once a network, catalyst and resource for the innovation economy.

Follow @NewEnglandVC on Twitter, or check out www.newenglandvc.org.